GERMAN COMMERCE DRIVEN FROM BALTIIC, SAYS

Commanders and Submarines in Record-Breaking Voyage Over Pacific, And Sample of Warm Welcome They Found Waiting Here

BRITAIN

DARDANELLES PROVE COSTLY TO ATTACKERS

Announcement of Allies Losses Follows Latest Report That Expedition Is Again Stalled

SERBS CLING TO HEIGHTS Hoping for Aid to Come

Bulgaria and Serbia Now in Geographic Neutrality; British Search for Siska Destroyer in Dardanelles

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The British and Serb commandants have cleared the Balkan sea of the German IJmpe- diance, which was carrying large engines and provisions to the Tarnopol region, and announced made today that the Serb destroyers of the German merchant marine which have been sunk have been in the Balkan sea, and that they have been reported by the British submarines that they were aground or forced to return to their anchorage without the sea.

WILSON FAVORS FIVE-YEAR PLAN FOR U.S. DEFENSE

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - President Wilson has recommended to Congress five-year plan for the United States' defense. The plan, which is based on the recommendation of the recent commission on national defense, includes the construction of new dreadnoughts and the enlargement of the fleet, as well as a program of all-out defense against any possible attack.

LONG BRANCH AS SUMMER CAPITAL

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The British Cabinet has decided to make Long Branch the summer capital of the United States. The decision was made after a careful consideration of the various factors involved, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

FOOTS LIKELY TO REMAIN HERE TEN DAYS MORE

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The British government has decided to extend the foots' stay in the city for another ten days. The decision was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

FILIPINOS PAY DEATH PENALTY, BRAVE TO LAST

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The Philippine government has decided to carry out the death penalty for the Filipinos who have been found guilty of murder. The decision was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

GREECE FORMALLY SAYS IT WILL NOT AID SERBS NOW, TREATY INVALID

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - Greece has formally announced its intention not to interfere in the war on behalf of Serbia. The announcement was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

SERBS DECLARE TEUTON LOSING HEAVILY IN THEIR ATTACKS, THE NORTH

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The Serbs have declared that the German troops are losing heavily in their attacks on the North. The declaration was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

GERMANY'S CLAIMS PROGRESS

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - Germany's claims for compensation have continued to progress. The claims were made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

BULGARIA AND SERBIA EACH CLAIMS OTHER WAS TO BE ACQUIRED

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The Bulgarians have announced that they claim the territory that was lost by Serbia to be acquired. The announcement was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

BRITISH STEAMER SUNK

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The British steamer sunk by the Germans has been located. The steamer was located after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

BULGARIA'S NAVY DREDGED OUT OF BELGRADE, NOW HOPING FOR NEW HAVEN

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The Bulgarian navy has been dredged out of Belgrade, and is now hoping for new haven. The announcement was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The British commandant has declared that the Serb forces have been destroyed. The announcement was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.

(Announcement From Federal Press) LONDON, England, Oct. 15. - The Bulgarian general staff has declared that the Serb forces have been destroyed. The announcement was made after a careful consideration of the situation, and it is expected to have a favorable effect on the economy of the area.